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For the last ten years some new unstable particles - hyperons and K-mesons have been 

discovered as a result of great progress in the high energy experimental physics. An 

attempt to classify these particles was made in the well-known papers by Gell-Mann and Ni

shijima((G-M~scheme) Iz However, such a great number of "elementary" particles is strik

ing in some respect. Therefore, from time tQ time doubts appear whether these particles 

are elementary or not. Attempts are being made to regard the known particles as certain 

structural formations, reducing thereby the number of "elementary" particles, as well to 

restrict their possible interactions. 

Below is given one more possibility which does not seem to have been discussed yet: 

by preserving all the known and predicted by (G-MN)-scheme hyperons and K~mesons, neverthe

less, to reduce essentially the number of "elementary" particles. 

It would be very attractive to deal with only one "elementary" baryon and only one 

"elementary" light particle. Of all the baryons of (G-~scheme ·one may consider the iso

topic singlets Q-, _£\... and L;. with the strangeness - 3, - l and+ i , res-

pectively. The possibility of taking a K -hyperon as an "elementary" baryon has already 

been discussed in lit'erature. Now there remains to choose between 9- and :C,"\' to which 

the isotopic doublets ){l-)\
0 

and 1{-Ko respectively may be referred as "elementary" light 

pa.Jrticles. 

The variantsq, "'-..+ , ""0 
, and~~, \(" , \\ are symmetrical~ The effects may 

plained both in this and that variant. Further we shall make use of the Q: K;. 
variant since it seems to be more coorresponding to the known experimental data. 

be ex-

so, we shall suppose that there exist only electrically neutral and singly-charged 

baryons and K-mesons. 

Consider a hypothetical negatively charged hyperon~., isotopic singlet ( 1;: 0 ) 
with the strangeness S =-Janda usual baryon spin (Sm is equal to a half integer), to be 

an "elementary" baryon. 

Assume the isotopic doublet (K+ K0
), I = 1/2) being a boson in the usual space (S 

is equal to a.n integer) and having a. strangeness S = -t-1 to be an elementary light partic

le. The antiparticles with respect to the chosen particles will be 2 + and (K 0 K) res

pectively. 

Let us determine the strong Q \'- -interaction with a Lagrangian of the form 

whereQ 

i§.QltK. 
is an isoscalar and spinor in a usual space, whereas K iS an isospinor and 

.sc.alar ·(pseudoscalar) in the usual space. 
r--1 

we begin to construct a series of hyperons with an isotopic doublet of ~-hyperons, .. 
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the structure of which may be determined by joining to Q- one of the two postulated K-

mesons in turn, i.e., as follows* 

2()=(Q- R_\") ~-~(Q-~) 

Further we may determine the structure of a series of the isotopic triplet of ~-hype
rons, joining to<;2- by two K-mesons in three possible combinations, i.e., in the form 

L+=\2-R+~+) Lo=\Q-\\+'t) E-:; (Q- Ro Ko) 

It is well-known that ~
0

-hyperon cannot exist for a long time, by means of a quick 

electromagnetic transition it turns into a~-hyperon. This may be explained if we assume 

that ){.+and \\-o which form a bound state 

cu+ -;: l"'+ ~) 
through strong K+ K~interaotion in the isotopically singlet state** cannot exist togetrnr 

near~- • This bound state may be treated as a meson with the strangeness S = + 2, an 

isotopic singlet, predicted by (G-MN)-soheme. 
.. 

Thus, the structure of the isotopic singlet .£\:-hyperon may be written as follows 

J~ ~ (9_-w+) 
Joining further K~ and K0 -mesons we obtain the structure of the isotopic doublet 

of nucleons in the form 

? ;;: ( q wJV,+ \'\. ~(Q-w+) K0 

Now in virtue of our original assumptions there remains only one possible structure 

"2+ -=.~fl-w+ w+) 
which corresponds to a hyperon, isotopic singlet with the strangeness 

(G-MN)-soheme. 

It is possible to construct 4 isobosons by the schemes 
\(.+ ~ v.._o ~ K +. R,-" 1(.<> \J....o 

out of the particles ( K~K0) andltheir antiparticles ( K- K1· 

s +1 of the 

. ~+ The charged systems may be treated as ~' and ~--mesons and using the neutral 

systems it is possilbe to construct a third oomponen~ of the isotopic triplet (~_{\0 ~) 

- -------- "" .J- To 
* The constructions in the ~ , ~ , ~ -variant must be begun with 

nucleon doublet by the scheme p '~" {Z:.""\1:\, 'C\ -=-l"2:..~ \l:') 
** The form of the Lagrangian of KK -interaction ~~}l)t~determining the 

in ·different isospin states is also related to the problem of a f~meson (see 

the isotopic 

interaction 
below). 
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0 and a neutral isotopic singlet which contains in (G-MN)-scheme as a ~ -meson. 

Thus, by postulating only two elementary particles we succeeded in constructing all 

the particles oontaiping in (G-MN) - scheme. The attractiveness of the scheme in question 

is that we can do with only two particles both in the usual and the isotopic space as well 

as with only one type of interaction. At the same time one may identify pions with the 

quanta of the field providing f·or the ~ ""-)-coupling. 

Using the suggested scheme it is possible to evaluate _magll_~t\ldes of masses of the 

predicted hyperons by the measured masses of the known hyperons. The mass difference of 

~...:-and 2:-~perons is most likely to be a consequence of m~. being greater than l'<\~+ 
.---,o ....-,-

Then one may think that ~-hyperon must be lighter than ,::::::...-hyperon by the magnitude 

of the order of 5 met 

For an absolute magnitude of the binding energy of a K-meson with Q- the value of 

the order of 1200-lJOO me is obtained. It follows from here that a ~ -hyperon is 

250-J50me heavier than ac:;' -hyperon. This means that Q:hyperon :l.:s likely to decay 

according to the modes _(if the rule JLlS = 1./ is valid): 

An interesting situation takes place when evaluating the mass of a~+ -hyperon. The es

timates show that the mass of l + must be of the order of 1500me • But if it has such 
"']"+ 

a mass it cannot be observed since we do not know the ways by which z;, -hyperon may 

turn into a stable baryon-nucleon being lighter than the·latter. In view of all this the 

problems about the existence ofd ~+-hyperon, about the magnitude of its mass and the 

modes of its decay are extremely interesting. 

Within the scheme under consideration there is a possibility of explaining a 

great number of the well-known experimental data on hyperon and K-meson production and in

teraction. Let us be concerned only with some of them. 

It seems more reasonable to explain the reactions of the type 

by the pion dissociation in the field of a~---particle into a pair(~, K)-mesons·with 

a subsequent annihilation of the produced:K:meson with one of the K-mesons near~ (the 

pairs or K 0 Ko annihilate). According to this scheme the .J\. -hyperons 
\ 

created in the reactions 
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will be produced in the o.m.s. predominantly backward since in this case K-meson leaves 

a compound system practically without an interaction moving in the direction "forward", 

- + whereas a K-meson interacts only with a K-meson without affect~ng the ~ -system. 

Charged hyperons obtained in the reactions 

crr-"'"?_,.E -..,... K. "~- '5\+'\- h-=-- Z T + K o 

will be directed "forward" in the c .m.s. since both K

with the cu+ -system*. In the reactions 

S\;_~-'> L,o~ Ko 
)\' -"'" V\ ---'Jo ~.,. + tZ o 

{\-\--\- ~ ~ ~ + + v....._+ 

--- + ~0 \]+ 
-tv --+ \:\.:::_~ .-L...:.,.., + '"' 

and K~ mesons interact 

both above-mentioned channels m~~-partlc~pa~e.-The~efore, it seems that the angular dis-

tribution of- these reactions must be more isotropic i~-~-~~-~ :~~-~., perliaps-,-with- somEL_ 

preference for the "backward" z:hyperon and "forward" ~~hyperon emergence. It 

would be of interest to test these considerations by the reaction 

T\" +-\" ~ ~ L:"t" + K._-t-
With the increase of a incident pion energy the created KK -pair may leave the com

pound-;,;ystem-t1i!It-wi-l~d to the production of K+ K- -and K° K•pairs. By the same --- ~ , 
total cross section for strang~-;~~ieS-giBh~ration_t~is circumstance may lead to the 

~----------- --

decrease of the cross section for '{.K-pair generation if compared with its value before 
~ 

the K , K-pair generation threshold (the pion kinetic energy being l.J4 BeV/*t The ana-

lysis shows that the one-staged reactions of the type 

-------- --~b }l + ~()+ \L_-
---- -------------

)\"" -\"+ N ___, N "'- ~Z_++~~-----

are more preferable than the reactions 

5\-+ f -'j) n+ v._.+ + '/....- ))"+-\-- n ---) ? + K 0 + \l_., 
which require an additional stage of charge exchange I<+~K". 

Consider now the problem of'Ko -meson i"D.teract-ion-wTth-nucleons .-Let us first note 

the smallness of the charge exchange effect in the reaction 

*Experimental data concerning this are given in 121. 
** This tendency in the cross ~actions of (YK)and(KK)-reactions was suggested by 

Prof. Wang Kan-chang due_ to other considerations. 
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'bec~use this process must go through K-t K-~ .K° K" chain*. 

Of all the reactions of the type**· 

the reaction 

,z- -r "'~ y + 1""\ 

~-\- n--? X+ 1\-

is more probable since it occurs through the process (K-K0 )-+'il- Without a cQ-w"")-system. 
+ 

It is also interest to not'e that in the ~-hyperon interaction with nucleons the 

reactions of the type 

are more probable rather than those of the type 

since the first ones occur only through a simple process of charge exchange K+~K? 
~ 

Is it possible to observe a ~-particle? If it may really exist then the most convi-

nient means for its obtaining are the reactions 

If tr\~~~~~, then the threshold of these reactions must be by the K-meson kinetic ener

gy less than 1.2J BeV. The decay of this particle occurs by the modes 

w + -4lo )(+ 1\ 0 

or ~ + ___, ·\(., + T\ + 
So far there are no definite experimental indications to such reactions and decays. The 

observation of a w+ -particle is one of the main problems of the scheme under discussi~ 
on***· 

Now let us proceed to the 

Evidently, the most simple way 

problem of the ~0and ~-cascade hyperon generation. 
......., ... 

of a~-hyperon generation will be the reactions on a neu-

tron since they take place only through the - + K W-interaction: 

\<. + n ~ E-+ '1-.... 

'S\ ~ h ~ ~._""""',-+ \t__ + ~ 
-~------------------

* In the z+ • K-, ~ - scheme this reaction is allow.ed, that is likely to be not in 
agreement with experiment. 

** The oon'sideration in the z+ ,K- ,KO -scheme must be made by the interaction with a 
wirtual Kx- -pair near z+. 

*** As well as .the reaction K- + P- z+ +W- in the z+, K- Ko -scheme. 
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The reactions of the type 

1<--t '? ~ ".:::.: + ~ + 

'S\-4- ~ --=ilo :_, ~--+ \( + -\- ~ .0 

" .,+ are less probable as they require the participation both of K-and uv -mesons. The gene-
.,--,o 

ration of a ...=!.-hyperon is possible only on a proton as a result of the reactions: 

)["'"~~s~+\( 

~4- ~--=;. ~~+ ~ -\-. ~ 
- ,...._..,o 

The reaction of the type "-. + 'r\ ~ ~ + '/-.... is less probable. 
,..-, 0 

Thus, in liquid hydrogen bubble chambers it is possible to observe a ..:...., -hyperon 
....--.- ( 

whereas the generation of a ~-hyperon is difficult. 
. ,_...., 0 

It is well-known experimentally that Alvarez's.group observed a ,~4 -hyperon in 
r--\-

the liquid hydrogen bubble chamber and failed to observe ~-hyperons. Thus, this 

circumstance is in .agreement with the consequences of the scheme under consideration. Due 

to the above-mentioned reasons the reaction 
-" + 

')\ -~ "" ---+ 8 + w 
,_,+ ' is also not convenient to observe a vv -meson. 

The generation process of a Q- -hyperon is still more difficult for the observa

tion. In this case all possible reactions of the type 

K.+ N~Q-+ \Z""" \Z 
'S\ ~ 'tJ --':!1. 2 --+ \l..."'" "-.. + ¥.-

are many -staged and their yield must be sh~rply limited. 

An interesting possibility of explaining the decay properties of hyperons is also 

presented by a mechanism of the virtual (K K)-pair production with a subsequent decay 

of K-meson. The conclusions are obtained which are in qualitative agreement with the 
....-, 0 ..---,-

known experimental data. A .!!.a-hyperon lifetime must be shorter U'\n that of a ~ -hy-

peron. The most probable deaay of a Q--hyperon is that by the mode 

Q-~ :~·.-"""7\• 
We dwelt here only upon the effects connected with the existence of "strange" par

ticles. It seems to us that in the framework of the scheme we developed there are int'eres

ting possibilities of explaining some problems of nucleon struct"ure (isobars etc) and the 

related effects (photomesons and others). 

For instance, and attempt may be made to draw some qualitative conclusions about the 

electrical form-factor of nucleons. According to our scheme their structures have the 
' 

j 



-, 
i 
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forms 

It can be seen from here that since the system (~-~+) is more compact then the nucleon 

core must be electrically neutral*. As on the outer 11 shells11 of a proton and a neutron 

there are K* and K~mesons, respectively, one may think that the picture of an electri

cal form-factor of a corresponding nucleon depends upon them. It seems to us that such a 

picture corresppnds to the known experimental facts 14 1 

The problem about the mean radius of an electrical charge distribution in a proton 

may be subjected to discussion. From the above-picture this radius must be somewhat less 

(approximately ~~ ,JJ times) then it is accepted. The possibility of introducing 
- ~ 

the~~-coupling by ~ans of pions may be considered. ~hen the electrical radius of a 

proton will be of the order of a pion one, whereas .the magnetic moments of nucleons will 

be d~termined by the sum of the Di~ac momentum of a~particle and an additional magnetic 

moment of a pion cloud with the mean radius of the order of a pion one. 

The author is grateful to Academician v.I. Veksler, Chou Huang Chao and V.N. Ogievet~ 

sky for interesting discussions. 
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